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Updated: September 7, 2015

Status: Initiated, publicly on & offline.

Notice—
If you genuinely want me in office for 2016, plant the seed. Ideally verbally tell people but whatever methods will
work about my "300" plan. People do not have to be interested in participating, boundless mass awareness of
people being aware of my "300" plan will suffice.

Make it the biggest story from Boston to Budapest.

The inconspicuous part of the plan is the publicity of this vulnerability of the nation. Public exposure for anyone:
Al-Qaeda, Corporations, Donald Trump, ISIL[1], politicians, etc... to make use of this vulnerability to attack/exploit
the nation from within.

In theory, boundless mass awareness of my "300" plan will result in my being in office for 2016 as the only
definitive way to remedy this vulnerability of the nation.

Adapt or destroy Article II, Section 1, Clause 5 of the U.S. Constitution[1] with:

Presidential: executive order &/or directive. NSPD-51 if necessary.1.
Provide who ever verifies a Presidential candidate's eligibility with a "doctored"/fake/forged birth certificate &/or2.
just "influence" the person(s) to look the other way about it.
Via B&E? Covertly/unbeknown amend bill "Rider"(s)[1] to one or more bills that are on the cusp of being passed.3.
Politicians don't read[1][2]. Budget cuts, remember?

In the big picture of things, with what politician's have done to the USA & the world, my not meeting the minimum
age requirement is a drop of condensation on the bucket.

Ask 300[2][3] veterans? volunteers? from the electoral college to vote me into office.

Even though only 270 electoral college votes are required, I feel that getting the 30 additional votes would make
our victory that much more memorable.

"Faithless electors"[1] will be Pardoned[1] & when possible will be given paid staff/job opportunities that include
full benefits, paid vacation time, & paid sick leave.
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